Introduction {#S0001}
============

Glaucoma is aprogressive optic nerve neuropathy and the leading cause of irreversible blindness worldwide.[@CIT0001],[@CIT0002] Glaucomatous damage affects retinal ganglion cells (RGCs) and their axons, leading to progressive thinning of the ganglion cell layer (GCL) and the retinal nerve fiber layer (RNFL) as well as to typical changes in the optic nerve head and defects in the visual field (VF).[@CIT0003],[@CIT0004]

The increasing use of optical coherence tomography (OCT) in ophthalmology has played an important role in the diagnosis and monitoring of glaucoma.[@CIT0005]--[@CIT0008] OCT can quantify at the micrometer level the structures involved in glaucomatous damage, namely the optic nerve, RNFL, and GCL, and can therefore be used to detect and monitor structural damage.[@CIT0009]--[@CIT0011]

Evaluation of macular thickness with OCT has been proposed as a parameter for diagnosis and monitoring of glaucoma, as the macula has the highest RGC density.[@CIT0012],[@CIT0013] Although central vision is often preserved until the late stages of glaucoma, it is known that glaucomatous damage can affect the macula in the early stages of the disease, preceding the onset of a glaucomatous VF defect.[@CIT0014]--[@CIT0020] At the opposite end of the spectrum, in advanced glaucoma, circumpapillary RNFL (cRNFL) reaches a thickness at which no more thinning is evident -- the floor effect.[@CIT0021],[@CIT0022] This limits the usefulness of cRNFL measurement in detecting glaucoma and monitoring progression in advanced disease, notwithstanding monitoring the macula has been demonstrated to be useful in this subset.[@CIT0023]--[@CIT0027]

The first reports of the role of the macula in glaucoma were with the use of time domain OCT, which could only measure total macular thickness (TMT) and showed poorer glaucoma diagnostic ability than cRNFL thickness measurement.[@CIT0028]--[@CIT0032] However, with the use of spectral domain OCT (SD-OCT) to measure macular inner retinal layers, the macular RNFL (mRNFL), GCL, ganglion cell-inner plexiform layer (GCIPL), and ganglion cell complex (GCC) (composed of mRNFL and GCIPL) have shown a diagnostic ability comparable to cRNFL in detecting glaucoma,[@CIT0005],[@CIT0033],[@CIT0034] especially in early,[@CIT0035]--[@CIT0040] but also in preperimetric[@CIT0041] and moderate to severe stages.[@CIT0042],[@CIT0043] The macular inner layers have also shown ability to detect and monitor progression.[@CIT0025]--[@CIT0027]

Recently, an SD-OCT device with a segmentation software that allows users to segment all retinal layers has been made commercially available. It is possible to analyze each individual retinal layer, including mRNFL, GCL, inner plexiform layer (IPL), inner nuclear layer (INL), and outer retinal layers, and determine their thickness across the glaucoma spectrum. Different thinning and thickening patterns of the macular layers according to disease severity may provide important insights for further research on the individual role of retinal cells in the mechanism of glaucoma. Therefore, the aim of this study was to assess individual differences in the thickness of each macular layer between early, moderate, and severe glaucoma and compare them with healthy controls.

Patients and Methods {#S0002}
====================

The study was approved by the Ethics Committees of Hospital de Clínicas de Porto Alegre and Universidade Federal de São Paulo and was registered at *Plataforma Brasil*, the Brazilian national research directory. Written informed consent was obtained from all participants. The study followed the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki.

This was a prospective non-interventional cross-sectional study of patients evaluated for open-angle glaucoma at Hospital de Clínicas de Porto Alegre. All patients were evaluated according to an established clinical protocol that includes a broad review of medical history and a comprehensive ophthalmic examination.

Participants {#S0002-S2001}
------------

Patients were recruited if they had a diagnosis of primary open-angle glaucoma, defined as the presence of typical optic disc and retinal changes, such as neuroretinal rim thinning, RNFL defect, localized notching, and splinter hemorrhage; at least 1 intraocular pressure (IOP) measurement \>21 mm Hg; and open angle in gonioscopic examination. Patients with pre-perimetric glaucoma were also included. Participants with ocular or systemic conditions that could affect the optic nerve or examination results were excluded. Exclusion criteria for glaucoma cases were cognitive impairment, other eye diseases (including diabetic retinopathy, retinal vein occlusion, and macular diseases), trauma, dense cataract, and previous ocular surgery that could influence the results of standard automated perimetry (SAP) or the measurements made with OCT.

Patients with glaucoma were divided into 3 groups based on VF mean deviation (MD): patients with an MD better than −6 dB were included in the early glaucoma group; patients with an MD between −6 and −12 dB were included in the moderate glaucoma group; and patients with an MD worse than −12 dB were included in the severe glaucoma group.

Controls were recruited if they had an IOP between 10 and 21 mm Hg, normal SAP results, optic disc within normal limits, and normal appearing iridocorneal angles. Inclusion criteria for controls were age between 18 and 60 years, clear media, and good cooperation during examination. Exclusion criteria were an IOP \>21 mm Hg, optic discs suspected of having glaucoma (with one of the following conditions: cup-to-disc ratio \>0.55, hemorrhage, or RNFL defect evaluated clinically), glaucomatous VF defects, or any previous ocular disease or ocular surgery.

Study Protocol {#S0002-S2002}
--------------

All participants provided a detailed medical and ophthalmic history and underwent ophthalmic examination including slit lamp biomicroscopy, IOP measurements using applanation tonometry, gonioscopy, and dilated fundus examination. VFs were tested with SAP using Humphrey Field Analyzer (HFA, Carl Zeiss Meditec AG, Jena, Germany) with the Swedish Interactive Threshold Algorithm (SITA) standard strategy and 24--2 program. Glaucomatous SAP defects were determined if one of the following was present:[@CIT0044] at least 3 contiguous non-edge points depressed on the pattern deviation plot at a P\<5% level and 1 of which is depressed at a P\<1% level; pattern standard deviation \<5%; or glaucoma hemifield test outside normal limits. Unreliable SAP measurements were defined as fixation loss, false-negative and false-positive responses ≥33% and were disqualified. All included participants with glaucoma had undergone SAP before the one in the dataset of this study.

All patients underwent SD-OCT imaging (Spectralis OCT; Heidelberg Engineering GmbH, Dossenheim, Germany). The SD-OCT protocol included a 3.45-mm circular scan to determine cRNFL thickness, and mean cRNFL was recorded. For the macular scans, automated segmentation of the layers was performed. The segmentation of each macular layer was checked by one blinded examiner, and small errors were manually adjusted if necessary.

The macula was then divided into 9 regions, as defined by the Early Treatment Diabetic Retinopathy Study (ETDRS) grid provided by the software of the SD-OCT: 3 concentric circles centered at the fovea with diameters of 1 mm (center), 3 mm (inner circle), and 6 mm (outer circle) and 2 diagonal lines that divided the inner and outer circles into 4 regions each: superior, nasal, inferior, and temporal ([Figure 1](#F0001){ref-type="fig"}).Figure 1Retinal layer thickness is provided for each of the 9 regions of the Early Treatment Diabetic Retinopathy Study (ETDRS) grid. The inner circle (3 mm) was calculated as the average of regions 2, 3, 4, and 5. The outer circle (6 mm) was calculated as the average of regions 6, 7, 8, and 9.Figure 2(**A** and **B**) -- Measurements of the ganglion cell layer (**A**) and inner plexiform layer (**B**) in a patient with moderate glaucoma. The segmentation is shown in the upper right portion of the figures. The lower portion depicts the ETDRS grid (left) showing the values for each sector (µm) and a density map of layer (right).

Seven parameters were measured and recorded in each of the 9 regions: TMT, mRNFL, GCL, IPL, INL, outer plexiform layer (OPL), and outer nuclear layer (ONL). GCIPL and GCC were also used in the analysis and correspond to the combination of GCL and IPL and of mRNFL, GCL, and IPL, respectively. The inner and outer circle average thicknesses were calculated as the mean of the inferior, superior, nasal, and temporal sectors in their respective areas. Images with a Q score \<20, with artifacts or with incorrigible segmentation failures were disqualified. SAP and OCT were performed within a 3-month period.

Statistical Analysis {#S0002-S2003}
--------------------

Patient age and sex were compared between groups using Student's *t*-test and Fisher's exact test, respectively. Generalized estimating equations (GEE), which consider the correlation between both eyes of the same individual, were used to compare the thickness of each layer across the groups. The structure-function correlation between cRNFL and the macular parameters and with the SAP MD was performed with Pearson (R) correlation coefficient. The mean thickness in the inner and outer circles of the ETDRS grid were used in the analysis. A pairwise analysis was also performed. The sample has shown a power \>99% to detect a difference with a significance level of 1%. A P-value \<0.05 was considered statistically significant. Statistical analyses were done using SPSS, version 22.0 (IBM Corporation, Armonk, NY, USA).

Results {#S0003}
=======

A total of 109 eyes of 67 participants were included in the study. Fourteen eyes were included in the control group, while 52, 18, and 25 eyes were included in the early, moderate, and severe glaucoma groups, respectively. Mean age was 44.86 years for controls and 68.62 years for patients with glaucoma (P = 0.003). The majority of participants was female, and the groups did not differ in sex (P = 0.178). Additional demographic data are summarized in [Table 1](#T0001){ref-type="table"}. The average MD and visual field index (VFI) of the population were −7.01 dB (range −29.59 to 0.94) and 81.39% (range 7.00 to 100%), respectively.Table 1Demographic, Visual Field and OCT Characteristics of Study ParticipantsParametersControl n=14Early (MD ≥-6 dB) n=52Moderate (MD −6 to −12 dB) n=18Severe (MD \<-12 dB) n=25P-valueAge (years)44.86 (12.98)69.04 (9.72)67.28 (8.61)69.49 (9.58)\<0.001Female gender57.1%65.4%88.9%72.0%0.178MD (dB)−0.56 (0.83)−2.06 (1.73)−8.55 (1.78)−19.83 (5.36)\<0.001VFI (%)99.43 (0.85)95.75 (5.35)81.50 (7.30)41.32 (18.95)\<0.001Scan qualityPeripapillary24.79 (4.37)25.19 (4.39)22.94 (3.64)24.36 (3.43)0.248Macular29.14 (2.28)27.35 (4.14)25.67 (4.65)26.88 (3.35)0.094[^1][^2]

The comparisons of the mean thickness of cRNFL, mRNFL, GCL, IPL, GCIPL, and GCC in the inner and outer circles are described in [Table 2](#T0002){ref-type="table"}. The mean thickness of the layers aforementioned were significantly different between the 4 groups (P \< 0.001), with progressively decreasing mean thicknesses from the control group to the severe glaucoma group. These parameters were significantly different across groups in the pairwise analysis of control vs early, moderate, and severe; early vs severe; and moderate vs severe. The early and moderate glaucoma groups, when paired, did not differ significantly in inferior cRNFL, mRNFL, GCL, IPL, GCIPL, and GCC (inner and outer circles). The inner circle of mRNFL was not significantly different between the moderate and control groups, while the outer circle of IPL was not significantly different between the early and control groups. Measurements of the GCL and IPL in a representative patient with moderate glaucoma are depicted in [Figure 2](#F0002){ref-type="fig"}.Table 2Comparison of Circumpapillary Retinal Nerve Fiber Layer, Macular Retinal Nerve Fiber Layer, Ganglion Cell Layer, and Inner Plexiform Layer Thicknesses Between Control and Glaucoma GroupsParametersControl n=14Early (MD ≥−6 dB) n=52Moderate (MD −6 to −12 dB) n=18Severe (MD \<−12 dB) n=25P-valuecRNFL (µm)Average†100.07 (7.19)82.37 (13.00)80.94 (18.08)56.52 (15.40)**\<0.001**Inferior†121.68 (14.96)96.32 (22.09)96.28 (30.14)58.04 (21.20)**\<0.001**Superior\*142.75 (18.17)111.66 (26.31)103.92 (26.66)73.30 (23.43)**\<0.001**mRNFL (µm)Inner23.36 (1.88)21.75 (2.50)22.25 (2.26)19.30 (2.29)**\<0.001**Outer†38.91 (6.76)33.28 (5.67)32.57 (5.98)24.16 (5.70)**\<0.001**GCL (µm)Inner†52.18 (5.17)43.94 (7.09)43.39 (9.07)30.22 (8.56)**\<0.001**Outer†34.45 (4.34)30.78 (3.83)29.54 (4.57)24.02 (4.63)**\<0.001**IPL (µm)Inner†42.34 (3.70)37.31 (4.41)36.71 (5.48)29.54 (5.41)**\<0.001**Outer28.43 (3.38)26.27 (2.76)25.97 (3.17)22.81 (2.67)**\<0.001**GCIPL (µm)Inner†94.52 (8.78)81.25 (11.37)80.10 (14.40)59.76 (13.87)**\<0.001**Outer†62.88 (7.69)57.05 (6.53)55.51 (7.58)46.83 (6.88)**\<0.001**GCC (µm)Inner†117.88 (9.36)103.00 (12.87)102.35 (16.29)79.06 (15.48)**\<0.001**Outer†101.79 (11.15)90.33 (11.10)88.08 (12.61)70.99 (11.66)**\<0.001**[^3][^4]

The additional macular retinal layer thicknesses in the inner and outer circles are described in [Table 3](#T0003){ref-type="table"}. TMT was significantly thicker in controls than in the early, moderate, and severe glaucoma groups (P \< 0.001). INL showed a significant overall difference between the 4 groups, but the inner and outer circles of INL were thicker in the severe glaucoma group than in the control (P = 0.405 and P = 0.012, respectively) and early glaucoma groups (P = 0.001 and P \< 0.001, respectively). ONL thickness showed a significant overall difference in the inner circle (P = 0.020), but in the pairwise analysis, a significant difference was found only between the early and severe glaucoma groups (P = 0.003). The structure-function correlations of the cRNFL and macular parameters with the SAP MD are described in [Table 4](#T0004){ref-type="table"}.Table 3Comparison of Additional Macular Layers Thicknesses Between Control and Glaucoma GroupsParametersControl n=14Early (MD ≥−6 dB) n=52Moderate (MD −6 to −12 dB) n=18Severe (MD \<−12 dB) n=25P-valueTMT (µm)Inner^a,b,c,e,f^346.71 (8.85)327.45 (17.01)323.88 (20.53)306.36 (19.77)**\<0.001**Outer^a,b,c,d,e,f^296.96 (12.40)284.83 (14.77)278.75 (13.59)262.94 (14.28)**\<0.001**INL (µm)Inner^a,e^40.30 (2.12)38.33 (3.67)38.51 (4.93)41.37 (4.72)**0.002**Outer^c,e,f^31.61 (1.34)32.00 (2.69)31.96 (3.84)32.26 (2.87)**0.001**OPL (µm)Inner32.68 (3.01)33.69 (4.78)33.15 (3.32)32.73 (4.37)0.507Outer27.64 (1.36)27.78 (2.21)27.24 (1.94)27.54 (1.81)0.950INL+OPL (µm)Inner72.98 (3.17)72.01 (5.95)71.67 (6.58)74.10 (7.39)0.596Outer^e^59.25 (2.47)59.79 (3.87)59.19 (5.30)60.80 (4.06)0.086ONL (µm)Inner^e^74.57 (7.97)72.00 (8.79)69.58 (9.81)71.69 (7.91)**0.020**Outer^e^58.18 (5.73)56.22 (6.68)54.11 (5.29)53.79 (7.30)0.072[^5][^6] Table 4Correlation Between the Circumpapillary RNFL and Macular Retinal Layer Thicknesses with the Mean Deviation of the Standard Automated PerimetryParametersRP-valuecRNFL (µm)Average0.637**\<0.001**Inferior0.596**\<0.001**Superior0.597**\<0.001**mRNFL (µm)Inner0.429**\<0.001**Outer0.579**\<0.001**GCL (µm)Inner0.653**\<0.001**Outer0.600**\<0.001**IPL (µm)Inner0.620**\<0.001**Outer0.474**\<0.001**GCIPL (µm)Inner0.644**\<0.001**Outer0.561**\<0.001**GCC (µm)Inner0.637**\<0.001**Outer0.608**\<0.001**TMT (µm)Inner0.487**\<0.001**Outer0.546**\<0.001**INL (µm)Inner−0.239**0.012**Outer−0.1860.052OPL (µm)Inner0.0360.713Outer0.0550.572INL+OPL (µm)Inner−0.1370.154Outer−0.1050.277ONL (µm)Inner0.0040.964Outer0.1170.225[^7]

Discussion {#S0004}
==========

The present study evaluated individual macular layer thicknesses in patients with different stages of glaucoma and compared them with data from controls. We demonstrated that mRNFL, GCL, and IPL in the inner and outer circles were thinner in patients with glaucoma than in controls, and that these layers became thinner with increasing severity of glaucoma. We also demonstrated a significantly thicker INL and a significantly thinner ONL in severe vs early glaucoma.

Glaucoma diagnosis and monitoring rely on typical findings of the optic nerve, on perimetry, and more recently on OCT structural changes both in the optic nerve head, peripapillary region and macula.[@CIT0003],[@CIT0004],[@CIT0007],[@CIT0011],[@CIT0031] In a meta-analysis of the use of OCT in glaucoma diagnosis, the diagnostic ability of cRNFL was superior to that of TMT and similar to that of GCC and GCIPL, but individual macular layer measurements and comparison across severity groups was not evaluated.[@CIT0005]

In a previous study using the ETDRS grid Pazos et al compared the mean thickness of each layer in each ETDRS sector between normal and early glaucomatous eyes and, similar to our study, reported differences in cRNFL, mRNFL, GCL, IPL, and total retinal thickness.[@CIT0036] Another study also divided the macula into 9 regions and compared normal with early glaucomatous eyes, but only total retinal thickness was analyzed---statistically significant differences were found in all regions, except for the fovea.[@CIT0035] In our analysis, the central macular circle (1 mm) was excluded. This region has the highest density of cones and is mostly composed of them.[@CIT0045] Therefore, including it in the analysis could underestimate the other layers.

Macular layer evaluation in glaucoma with SD-OCT have shown that the mRNFL, GCL, GCIPL and GCC have comparable diagnostic ability to cRNFL in detecting glaucoma.[@CIT0005],[@CIT0034] In severe stages, there is limited use of cRNFL due to the floor effect and visual field changes are more common than OCT's.[@CIT0022],[@CIT0023],[@CIT0046] Macular inner layers have been demonstrated to be useful for evaluating severe stages of glaucoma.[@CIT0025]--[@CIT0027] Similar to our study, Unterlauft et al showed that in advanced disease, the macular RNFL, GCL and IPL were thinner than in controls. However, they found no difference in the ONL and OPL thickness.[@CIT0047]

In the present study, INL was thicker in the severe glaucoma group than in the control (P \> 0.05) and early glaucoma groups (P \< 0.01). Microcystic INL lesions, similar to what is observed in other optic neuropathies, such as neuromyelitis optica and multiple sclerosis, have been reported to occur in glaucoma.[@CIT0048]--[@CIT0051] In a study by Hasegawa et al, these lesions have been found to be more prevalent in eyes with advanced glaucoma and are associated with worse MD slope.[@CIT0052] Although no evident cysts were noted in the INL of patients included in our study, subclinical lesions might account for the INL thickening observed. The mechanism of microcyst formation is not yet fully understood, but retrograde transcellular degeneration, Muller cell dysfunction and vitreous traction may play a role in the development of these microcysts.[@CIT0053]--[@CIT0055]

In our sample, the inner sector of ONL was significantly thinner in severe than in early glaucomatous eyes (71.69 vs 72.00 µm, P = 0.003), but it did not differ from the controls (71.69 vs 74.57 µm, P = 0.782). This might not have been significant due to the low number of patients in the control group. When comparing normal with early glaucomatous eyes, no difference was found in ONL thickness, which is consistent with the findings of a previous study.[@CIT0036]

Involvement of the ONL and the outer layers of the retina in glaucoma remains controversial. Increased ONL thickness in the fovea has been reported and might be a manifestation of enlargement of the cone nuclei and swelling of the somata.[@CIT0056],[@CIT0057] In the parafoveal region, some studies found no significant difference in ONL thickness between normal and glaucomatous eyes,[@CIT0058],[@CIT0059] but one study[@CIT0060] reported thicker outer retinal complex (ONL + photoreceptor layer) in glaucoma, which was attributed probably to the inclusion of more structural elements than intended. Losses in cone density and thinning of the photoreceptor outer segments have been reported in patients with glaucoma manifesting long-term VF loss.[@CIT0061],[@CIT0062]

This study has some limitations. First, we excluded patients with diabetic macular edema and age-related macular degeneration, common comorbidities in the age group of the participants. We also excluded patients with macular conditions that could affect the segmentation of individual macular layers. Thus, the results of this study may not be generalizable to patients with other ocular diseases. In addition, the controls in our study were significantly younger than the patients with glaucoma, and the age-related loss of neural tissue in older patients might bias the results. A reproducibility study to assess the repeatability of the segmentation method was not performed, because the data were obtained by using the automated segmentation tool within a commercially available device. Nevertheless, segmentation was checked in every scan of every layer in all eyes. Finally, the lack of a normative database of the macular layers for the Spectralis^tm^ software using the ETDRS grid does not allow us to calculate how many patients are within the normal range.

In conclusion, our findings indicate that individual macular layer evaluation with the segmentation tool and the sectors of the ETDRS grid within the commercially available SD-OCT can be used to evaluate different stages of glaucoma. The INL thickening and ONL thinning found in advanced glaucoma in our study should be further validated and explored in basic science research settings. Longitudinal studies of these parameters are needed to determine their usefulness in the diagnosis and monitoring of glaucoma.

This study was partially presented as a poster at the Association of Research in Vision and Ophthalmology (ARVO) meeting 2019 in Vancouver, Canada.
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[^1]: **Note:** Parameters are summarized by mean (standard deviation) for quantitative variables and percentages for categorical variables.

[^2]: **Abbreviations:** MD, mean deviation; VFI, visual field index.

[^3]: **Notes:** Inner and outer refer to the mean of the inner and outer circles of the ETDRS grid (3 mm and 6 mm, respectively). Parameters are summarized by mean (standard deviation). P-values were obtained via generalized estimating equations allowing for the effect of clustered eyes. Statistically significant values for the overall difference are shown in bold face. \*P \< 0.05 for all pairwise analyses (control vs early, moderate, and severe; early vs moderate and severe; moderate vs severe). †P \> 0.05 for the pairwise analysis of early vs moderate, and P \< 0.05 for the other analyses.

[^4]: **Abbreviations:** cRNFL, circumpapillary retinal nerve fiber layer; mRNFL, macular retinal nerve fiber layer; GCL, ganglion cell layer; IPL, inner plexiform layer; GCIPL, ganglion cell layer + inner plexiform layer; GCC, ganglion cell complex (mRNFL + GCIPL).

[^5]: **Notes:** Inner and outer refer to the mean of the inner and outer circles of the ETDRS grid (3 mm and 6 mm, respectively). Parameters are summarized by mean (standard deviation). P-values were obtained via generalized estimating equations allowing for the effect of clustered eyes. Statistically significant values for the overall difference are shown in boldface and for the pairwise analysis are shown as: ^a^control vs early; ^b^control vs moderate; ^c^control vs severe; ^d^early vs moderate; ^e^early vs severe; ^f^moderate vs severe.

[^6]: **Abbreviations:** TMT, total macular thickness; INL, inner nuclear layer; OPL, outer plexiform layer; INL+OPL, inner nuclear layer + outer plexiform layer; ONL, outer nuclear layer.

[^7]: **Notes:** Inner and outer refer to the mean of the inner and outer circles of the ETDRS grid (3 mm and 6 mm, respectively). Statistically significant values are shown in boldface.

    **Abbreviations:** R, Pearson's correlation coefficient; cRNFL, circumpapillary retinal nerve fiber layer; mRNFL, macular retinal nerve fiber layer; GCL, ganglion cell layer; IPL, inner plexiform layer; GCIPL, ganglion cell layer + inner plexiform layer; GCC, ganglion cell complex (mRNFL + GCIPL); TMT, total macular thickness; INL, inner nuclear layer; OPL, outer plexiform layer; INL+OPL, inner nuclear layer + outer plexiform layer; ONL, outer nuclear layer.
